
"For even when we came into Macedonia, our bodies had no rest, 
but we were afflicted at every turn -- fighting without and fear 

within. But God, who comforts the downcast, comforted us ... " 
II Corinthians 7:5,6  

Previously we have related about traveling in Ghana 
and the dangers involved in the process. I have done 
an extremely inadequate job in relating it to you for two 
reasons—first, because it is just so weird you cannot 
imagine it, and, secondly, words cannot do justice to 
what actually occurs. Regardless of the danger, I am 
so grateful for the protection and grace of our Lord. He 
is always wonderfully faithful!  

At the end of rainy season, weeds are everywhere. Some are only four or five feet high, and 
some are up to twelve or even fifteen feet in height. They do not mow along roads here, so if you 
go around a curve you cannot see what lies around the bend. One night before we had a dirt 
bike for Pastor Sammy, I was coming home after dropping him off. As I turned a corner, I 
hugged the inside curve so no vehicle without lights (a common occurrence) would run into me 
head on. A large dog ran out immediately in front of my bike from the high weeds to my right, 
and there was no time for me to even apply my brakes.  

Day or night animals may be on the road in front of you. Fulani herdsmen lead cattle on the 
road. Sheep and goats like to sleep on the road, especially during the wet season, though they 
may walk there any time. Dogs may come at you from any direction and at any time. My tally is 
still in the single digits of animals I have hit, though I must admit it continues to grow. One of our 
pastors hit and killed a cow. It is NOT a rare occurrence that animals are on the roads; it is, in 
fact, extremely common.  

In addition, children and adults frequent the roads at any time. During nighttime hours you 
cannot see them, as often they have dark clothing and do not watch where they are going. The 
attitude of the villagers is that the road is not strictly a place of travel but a place of 
conversations and even commerce.  

Three weeks ago, a young man who did not know how to ride a bike came off a secondary road 
directly in front of me. I had no time to swerve left or right. If not for my helmet and some very 
good boots I would have had SERIOUS injuries.  

Objects and obstructions of any imaginable type may be on the road – other parked vehicles on 
or off the road, big rocks, mounds of dirt, big holes even on blacktop roads, grain from a farm left 
to dry on an asphalt road, clothing left to dry on the asphalt road (no clotheslines here), parts of 
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vehicles such as a transmission or a fender or a broken axle, etc., etc. During the rainy season 
parts of a road may be washed out or changed significantly. Sand may be washed over road 
which is very difficult to navigate with a bike.  

In our town of 60,000 folks is a one-way street. In the USA that means all traffic moves one way, 
right? Not here.  People may come at you in opposite direction on each side of you. The basic rule 
is, "He who is biggest or can get there first has the right of way and wins, so everyone else 
beware." At traffic intersections your life is simply in the hands and grace of God. There are some 
laws that no one obeys, either because they do not know them or they just don't care to obey 
them.  

Often people on other dirt bikes are carrying loads that are dangerous. We have seen a man 
riding with two live, squirming sheep under his arms as he attempted to direct his bike. We saw a 
man with a dead cow (not calf), gutted and wrapped around him. It is common for a man to drive 
and a second man ride with him on the bike, carrying plywood over their heads, fifteen foot 
reinforcement rods sparking on the ground, bags of heavy cement, etc. Some talented women can 
carry big loads on their heads as their husband drives and they sit behind him. You will see three 
and sometimes four other people along with the driver going along. These are not exceptional 
things; these are the rule which you face some/many times you ride your bike.  

The vast majority of vehicles and bikes are very poorly maintained. You must be ready for 
something to fall off and hit you or a load to shift and fall. Load limits are not enforced since 
policemen take bribes. As a result, axles break often. I was on a bike going to Qgu, and a man 
and woman were on a bike in front of me. The front bearings froze on the wheel, so they flew over 
the bike on the ground. Now, the bearings had been making a lot of noise, and the wheel turned 
with some difficulty. The man found if he gave the bike enough gas, the wheel would turn, so he 
rode it until he and his wife went over the front of the bike. Thankfully, neither was hurt badly.  

You want to go slowly in these hazardous conditions; yet if you are not moving fast enough, 
people honk and yell with typical road rage. I have been on my bike more than once when a big 
truck blasted his horn and sped up. If I had not moved fast, I would have been run over.  

Many people die or are maimed here. The government realizes it and constantly gives safe driving 
tips on the public radio. People may hear, but they do not listen.  

Anything can come at you from 360 degrees at any time, and you can count on it happening, so 
you are tense every moment you are on the road. Such is traveling in Africa. Whew!  

Someday I hope you do NOT hear the sad report --- 

"Jere Gowin was in a horrible accident just yesterday. He was on his dirt bike, going to preach in a 
remote village, when a child ran out in front of him. He swerved left to keep from hitting the child 
as a man coming from the opposite direction also swerved left so he would not hit the 
transmission of a truck left behind after it was repaired the previous day. As the man was carrying 
a dead cow, the horn pierced Jere's abdomen, dispatching him instantly. Please pray for the 
family.”  Oh, boy! ☺ 

By His grace and for His glory,  
 

Jere and Ruth Ann 
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"For even when we came into Africa, our bodies had no 
rest, but we were afflicted at every turn of the road --

 seriously unsafe conditions without and fear within. But 
God, who comforts the downcast, comforted us... " 

II Corinthians 7:5,6 (Jere's version) 


